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Brief Description (Objective): The students will be able to appreciate people and surroundings by valuing 

their positive qualities. 

Teaching Aids: TRD 

Concept-Value Connection: 

● Exclamatory adjectives express strong emotions. When two or more adjectives are used in a sentence 

they are placed in a specific order. In short, adjectives are a part of our everyday vocabulary and make 

our communication interesting by adding colourful details. 

● Using positive adjectives in daily communication helps us perceive beauty and goodness in even the 

simplest things and keep us cheerful and grateful in life. 

Activity:  

Notes to the teacher: 

❖ The purpose of this activity is to see good in others. Students should make their classmates feel good 

about themselves. 

❖ Each student will get the name of one of his/her classmates. They have to describe the designated 

classmate using exclamatory adjectives and any two/three positive adjectives from the list given 

below. The teacher should ensure that all children are included. 

❖ The teacher makes sure that the compliments are respectful and appropriate. 

❖ The teacher can extend the activity to things, surroundings and situations by asking them to describe 

them using positive adjectives. 

A few positive adjectives are listed below. 

Colourful, sweet, beautiful, magnificent, wonderful, friendly, pretty, majestic, hardworking, kind, honest, 

helpful, intelligent, smart, caring, talented, creative, graceful, brave, adventurous, responsible, calm, fast, 

delicious, cheerful, amazing, loyal, humble, confident, polite, lovely, brilliant. 

Note to the teacher: The teacher can share a few examples with the students. 

Examples: 

1. What a smart and intelligent person Ramu is! 

2. How hardworking, cheerful and caring Sita is! 

3. What a confident and talented speaker Abdul is! 

4. How humble and polite Alwin is! I admire him. 
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Examples based on things, surroundings and situations. 

1. What a lovely, cool and beautiful hill station Shimla is! 

2. How cute, little and fluffy my puppy looks! 

3. What a comfortable, old, wooden bench! 

4. What a pretty red gown! 

5. What a big, round, blue box! 

6. How breathtaking and vibrant the sunrise is! 

Take-home Messages: 

Using positive adjectives in daily communication: 

❖ creates a positive and joyful environment 

❖  encourages us to see goodness in everything 

❖ makes us feel grateful for everything we have 

❖ inspires and motivates us to do better 

❖ encourages teamwork and cooperation 

❖ strengthens relationships 

 


